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Warranty certificate  

 
Skylux® PVCu curb  

 
 
 

Who chooses for the Skylux® PVCu curb, opts for quality. 
 
 
 

We are able to give this warranty to each Skylux® PVCu curb, since the Skylux® PVCu curb is made of specially 
selected raw materials and is submitted to a production process, which permanently meets our severest norms .  

 
Under the further stipulated terms, AG.Plastics N.V. gives as manufacturer of the Skylux® PVCu curb 

 
 
 

a 10- year - guarantee  
 

on hail resistance and UV resistance  
 
 
 

Terms of guarantee: 
 
1. Definitions:  

Hail resistance: the PVCu curb has a shock resistant frame quality of the type Benvic S. 
UV resistance: the PVCu curb has a shock resistant frame quality of the type Benvic S .  

2.  In order that the client could claim the guarantee, he must meet the following requirements, under penalty of dissolution:  
-the client must inform us about his claim for guarantee through his dealer and by registered and motivated mail within a period of time of one month 
after having discovered or should have discovered the deficiency;  
-the client must send us through the dealer, within the same period of time, the damaged product or a representative sample (length 50 cm or surface 1 
x 1 m), with a copy of the signed certificate of guarantee and the purchase invoice of the client;  

3. The tests on the guaranteed characteristics of the sent sample are effectuated by a lab, appointed by us. The result of the test is binding.   
If the claims of the client are unfounded, the costs of the test are at the client’s expense, on presentation of the invoice.   

4. Our obligation of guarantee does not cover any effect damage and is restricted, according to us, in whether the repayment of the amounts charged to 
the client, as from the fifth year annually diminished with 10%, or in the exchange of the goods.  

5. Every claim on guarantee is legally null and void:  
- after the expiration of the period of guarantee, which takes effect on the date of issue of this certificate of guarantee;  
- on damage during the processing, the mounting or the maintenance;  
- on modification and/or repair by the client or by third persons;  
- if the mounting didn’t occur according to our mounting instructions and/or the manufacturers instructions, which accompanied the delivery 

and, which the client declares having received;  
-  if the delivered products didn’t receive an annual check-up, or haven’t been looked after according to our mounting instructions and/or 

these of the manufacturer, which accompanied the delivery and, which the client declares having received.   
6. For everything, which isn’t mentioned in this certificate of guarantee, we refer to our general sales conditions known and accepted by the client.    
7. This guarantee applies only to the product mentioned above, invoiced by …………………………with invoice n°:  …………………of  

……/……/…… 
 
 
 Signature manufacturer   Signature dealer    Signature client  
 
 
  
 ………………………….   …………………………   …………………….. 
 


